The intelligent truck that responds to the way you play!
Makes over 80 random sounds and phrases . . . and features a 150-word vocabulary!

IMPORTANT: THE TRUCK’S VOICE MODULE IS NOW SET FOR DEMONSTRATION MODE AND MUST TO SWITCHED TO PLAY MODE. SEE BOTTOM FOR DETAILS.

Includes fire truck, 2 fire hoses, firefighter and dog figures.

TO ACTIVATE PLAY MODE

1. Loosen screw on top of truck (under ladder, between hose reels) and remove top cover.

2. Remove tape from siren/lights button and water sounds button. Replace cover, retighten screw and press ON/OFF button to activate truck. (Dispatch phrases will now be heard instead of demonstration phrases.)
1. To enable voice to work, place firefighter “Bob” on the back platform of truck, and INSERT ONE OF HIS FEET INTO FOOTHOLD ON PLATFORM. Place fire dog “Chief” on top left side of truck, and INSERT ONE OF HIS PAWS INTO FOOTHOLD ON TOP OF TRUCK. (See illustrations A & B.)

2. When you press the ON/OFF button, you will hear one of several possible dispatcher phrases. (ex.: “Engine 5, Engine 5, there is a fire on Main Street.”) Note: In addition to dispatcher phrases, a voice will tell you if any of the accessories are missing or not in their proper place on the truck.

3. The truck responds with one of several phrases when you REMOVE the firefighter, dog, or fire hose from the truck: it also responds when you maneuver the ladder. Each phrase will match the accessory being removed, and there are several phrases for each. For example, when you remove firefighter “Bob” you might hear: “Bob, look at those flames. Let’s get this blaze under control.”

4. The truck responds with a different set of phrases when you PLACE the accessories on the truck. For example, if you secure the ladder, you might hear: “Good job. Ladder down and secure.” It also responds when you plug the fire hose (with built-in switch) into the truck (see below).

5. When all accessories EXCEPT ONE have been placed on the truck, a voice will tell you that an accessory is missing and needs to be put back. (ex.: “The hose is unloaded. Let’s secure the hose.”)

6. When the LAST accessory has been placed on the truck, you’ll hear a phrase to indicate the job is done. (ex.: “The hose is loaded. Engine 5, let’s go . . . move out!”)

7. When ALL items are placed on the truck, the engine and siren will sound to indicate the truck is leaving the scene.

8. The truck will shut off automatically approximately three minutes after the last accessory has been put back on the truck, and no other accessories are removed.

---

**PLAY FEATURES**

**LADDER**
To raise the ladder, simply lift it up. It can also be extended (as shown), and firefighter “Bob” can be placed in the bucket at the end of the ladder. The ladder is also capable of swiveling completely around.

**FLASHING LIGHTS/SIREN BUTTON**
Press the button indicated for bright, flashing lights and a realistic siren. Note: You must press the ON/OFF button to activate the voice commands and to enable the siren/lights and water sounds to work.

**TO REPLACE BATTERIES**

1. With Phillips® screwdriver, loosen screw on top of truck (under ladder, between hose reels) and remove top cover.
2. Discard used batteries and insert 4 “AA” batteries into compartment as indicated. Replace cover and retighten screw.
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